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Robert H. Neill, Director

~

~

The following is intended to keep you posted on recent developments on
WIPP in Washington this past week.
A copy of my September 8, 1988 testimony to the Subcommittee on Energy
and Power, Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives
is enclosed of a hearing on the WIPP Land Withdrawal Bill. Congressman
Bill Richardson presided and asked the DOE, EPA arid EEG representatives
to meet and try to reach an agreement on the amount of waste that may be
brought to WIPP before demonstrating compliance with the EPA disposal
standards, (40 CFR 191, Subpart B). I met with EPA and DOE on the 9th
and Lokesh Chaturvedi and I met with DOE on the 13th and 14th. The
negotiations did not yield a satisfactory compromise because DOE officials
still maintain that they need to bring more than 3% of the total waste
before showing compliance with the EPA standards. As you know, the
Bingaman/Domenici substitute S. 1272, WIPP Land Withdrawal Bill, approved
by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, allows up to 3%
and the Richardson H.R. 2504 substitute approved by the House Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee allows none. Our discussions with DOE
headquarters. officials did provide an opportunity to discuss the technical
aspects of this decision and the meetings were constructive and cordial.
Dr. Lokesh Chaturvedi testified at a hearing on WIPP oversight held by
the Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and National Resources of the
Committee on Government Operations chaired by Congressman Mike Synar
and a copy of his testimony is enclosed.
Copies are also encloseu of the GAO, DCE's Office of Safety Appraisals
(OSA) and Brookhaven National Laboratory;s testimony presented to the
Synar Committee.
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While we are examining in ~e~ail the poinLS :.~ised at the Synar Subcommittee
hearings, the following is our initial reaction to the issues.
1.
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) - EEG is reviewing a draft of the final
SAR and we have many critical comments on the document. We agree with the
DOE-OSA analysis that because of a lack of proper documentation of the
quality assurance inspections it will take the reviewers greater effort
and time consuming research to be convinced of the safety of the project
design, structures and components.
2.
Change of design basis - We do not think that this change by Bechtel
and the lack of documentation (Brookhaven 8/25/88 letter and trip report,
p.3) is a show-stopper. The criticism is valid but it is now a moot point
because there now exists actual data from underground excavations for five
years.
3.
Mixed Waste - The criticism of jurisdictional uncertainty for RCRA
compliance of WIPP is valid but the Senate version of the bill assigns
jurisdiction to EPA until the State is in a position to take the responsibility.
4.
Lack of Experimental and Operational Plan - We think that this is the
most important issue on WIPP currently. DOE should publish the plans for
experiments as well as operations involving waste during the five year
R and D period, as soon as possible.
If you need clarification of the above remarks, please do not hesitate
to call.

RHN:LC:lsb
enclosures
cc: Dr. Laurence Lattman, President, NM Tech
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Director
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Providing an independent technical analysis of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPPJ,
a federal transuranic nuclear waste repository.

I

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear here today to testify on the WIPP Land
Withdrawal Bill.

I would like to commend all of the principals in trying to

come up with fair, equitable and reasonable legislation; particularly the
Members of the New Mexico delegation.

My remarks will be confined to those elements in the proposed legislation that
affect the New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG).

EEG Organization

By way of background, the EEG was established in October 1978 to conduct an
independent technical review of the potential radiation exposure to people
from the proposed WIPP Project near Carlsbad in order to protect the public
health and safety and insure that there is minimal environmental degradation.
It is a full-time, multi-disciplinary group of scientists and engineers, with
supporting staff, including geology, hydrogeology, environmental engineering,
quality assurance, environmental monitoring, health physics, and radiological
health, and I have been the Director for these 10 years.
entirely by the Department of Energy.
opponent of WIPP.

The review is funded

The group is neither a proponent nor

Since WIPP is exempt from licensing by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC), EEG is the only full-time review group
independently evaluating W!PP.

We have published thirty-nine major reports to

date on site characterization, breach scenarios, transportation, monitoring
and regulatory review, and a list of those reports is attached.
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EEG also conducts a11

envi.:&.oumenta~. m0:ii~o:r~ng

prvgram for background

radioactivity in air, water and soil, both on-site and in the surrounding
communities.

Both DOE and EEG have monitoring stations in the exhaust air

discharge which will document the presence (or absence) of a release of
radioactivity.

Major Accomplishments

Since EEG does not have any regulatory authority on WIPP, we can only
recommend actions to DOE for their consideration.

In spite of this

limitation, DOE has responded to EEG criticism through changes in the
location, design, transportation, and monitoring activities at WIPP.

1.

Relocation of the repository.

Following the discovery in November 1981 of

an estimated 17 million barrel brine reservoir in the Castile Formation
approximately 1000 feet below the planned location of radioactive waste,
EEG recommended the relocation of the repository 1 1/4 miles to the south
in an area with greater geological stability away from the brine
reservoir.

2.

Nine months later DOE relocated the repository.

Redesign of the shipping container for CH-TRU waste.

In the summer of

1985, EEG informed DOE that the rectangular shipping container TRUPACT-I
was unacceptable for use in New Mexico since it failed to meet safety
regulations requiring double containment issued by the NRC for the
transportation of more than 20 curies of plutonium.
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Additionally, the

venting feature violated Type B packaging requirements.
ag1·ee<l Lu

1.edesig11 the shipping

..::.cr~:'.:..l.:i.n".!t"

Although DOE

+.::o 'l:cet thesr: two

noncom~11ying

features, the Department later (1) funded the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) to consider developing a standard which would permit
single containment and venting, (2) petitioned DOE Headquarters to provide
an exemption for these two requirements, and (3) petitioned the U.S.
Department of Transportation as well to issue a less restrictive standard
for the two requirements.

EEG opposed all three actions and DOE

subsequently announced that the design would be voluntarily submitted to
NRG for licensing.

3.

Modification of the DOE Waste Acceptance Criteria for the receipt of
transuranic wastes.

4.

Additional geotechnical studies and tests from 1982 to 1988 to further
delineate site characterization.

5.

Technical forums to address unresolved issues and achieve agreement on
needed tests and analyses.

6.

Changes in the underground radiation monitoring equipment to permit full
detectability of alpha emitting radionuclides.
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Reestablishing an Independent EEG

Following a series of administrative downgrading events of the EEG scientific
reviews that resulted in the loss of five out of eight key personnel, Senators
Jeff Bingaman and Pete Domenic! introduced legislation in March 1988 to remove
EEG from the administrative control of State government and to place the
organization with the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.

New

Mexico Governor Garrey Carruthers concurred with the action and assigned the
EEG contract to New Mexico Tech.

Subsequently, the action was included in the

Department of Defense Authorization Bill and approved by both the House and
Senate.

Since the DOD Authorization Bill was vetoed by the President, the

provisions have been included in both S.1272 and H.R.2504, the WIPP Land
Withdrawal Bill.

We believe the language in the August 1988 substitute amendment for S.1272
approved by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee and in the
substitute amendment of Mr. Richardson on H.R.2504 adopted by the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs provides assurance that the
assignment of EEG to New Mexico Tech is permanent and cannot be
administratively rescinded.

Additionally, the recruitment and retention of

good professional staff needs the bedrock of a commitment to scientific
independence.
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•

The following are specific comments on various provisions of Title I of
H.R.L~04:

Section 104 - Experimental Programs

Requiring the Department of Energy to publish their proposed plans for
experiments at WIPP in consultation with NAS, EPA, and EEG makes good sense
as well as the requirement for EEG to publish its analyses of the DOE plans.

Section 105 - Compliance with EPA Standards

The bill is silent on EEG's role in determining compliance with the EPA
standards for storage and disposal of TRU wastes and we believe the bill
should require EEG to make a determination of compliance and publish the
results.

Silence could be construed to mean that Congress did not intend EEG

to have a meaningful role in this area, which would affect EEG's ability to
get information and data from DOE in a timely manner for performance
assessment analyses.

Ability to Invoke Conflict Resolution

We believe that EEG should be provided the authority to invoke conflict
resolution on matters relating to health and safety as stated in the
substitute amendment to H.R.2504 adopted by the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs since there is no technical regulatory authority over
WIPP.

The exemption by Congress of NRC licensing for the disposal of defense
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transuranic waste (WIPP) is inconsistent with the requirement by Congress for
NRC l.icensing oi: the disposal of
defense high level wastes.

~.?tl':

'.!zfr".!<::e ...:!'.'anium miil tailings and

Since EEG is the only full-time review agency on

the WIPP Project, there should be some authority provided to the organization.

Limitation on Radioactive Waste

The Department of Energy has indicated that their determination of compliance
with the EPA standards for the disposal of TRU and High Level Wastes (Subpart
B, 40 CFR 191), will not be completed until 1993 and that WIPP will be a
facility for operational demonstration and research and development during the
first five years.

To date, only one experiment has been identified which

would measure gas generated from CH-TRU waste to be emplaced in five rooms.
That would amount to less than 3% of the total waste volume (approximately
25,000 drums).

We expressed our dissatisfaction in a July 13, 1988 letter to

DOE on the lack of merit of this experiment and questioned whether data would
' be available from the five rooms for performance assessment analysis since the
cutoff point for data is mid 1991.

No experiments have been identified for the RH-TRU waste which comprises 36%
of the radioactive inventory nor are there any estimates of the needs for
operational confidence.
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High Level Waste Experiments
W& helicve that H.R.2jU4 should be amended to exclude

hi~1

level

~asLe

experiments as required in the subscitute amendment S.1272 for the following
reasons:
1.

No need.

Since Congress eliminated salt as a medium for disposal of HLW

in the December 1987 amendments to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, there is
no technical merit in studying the disposal of HLW in salt.
2.

No applicability to TRU waste.

Results of HLW experiments would not be

particularly applicable to RH-TRU disposal since there are differences in
the geometry of the packages, the fission product inventory,
concentrations, waste form, thermal gradients, and geochemistry.

Besides,

DOE has not identified any experiments requiring RH-TRU at WIPP during the
five-year Research and Development (R & D) period.
3.

Radiological risk.

Since some of the experiments may be conducted with

bare waste in which the integrity of the canister is intentionally
compromised, there is a radiological risk associated with the emplacement
and retrieval.

There may be complications associated with NRG licensing

for the transportation of such material.
~

4.

Little economic benefit.

A dozen shipments of HLW would have little

economic impact in a sea of 25,000 shipments scheduled for TRU waste.
5.

Not required for HLW disposal.

The DOE is not planning on conducting HLW

experiments in support of disposal of HLW in the repository in Nevada nor
does NRG require such experimentation for a license.
6.

Not required by Congress.

High level waste experiments were not required

in the authorizing legislation for WIPP (PL 96-164).
7.

Benefits not published.

DOE has never published any plans for the

information to be derived, applicability of the results, and economic or
technical benefits to justify the transportation and experimentation with
-7-

17 million curies of HLW with a maximum external gamma dose rate of 30,000
rem per hour.
8.

DOE Inspector General recommended cancellation.

The DOE Inspector

General's 1984 report recommended that the experiments be cancelled
because of their limited usefulness.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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An Analysis of the Status of WIPP

Invited Testimony
by
Lokesh Chaturvedi
Deputy Director, EEG

to

Environment, Energy and Natural Resources Subcommittee
of the
Committee on Government Operations
U. S. House of Representatives

September 13, 1988

Providing an independent technical analysis of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP),
a federal transuranic nuclear waste repository.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you tor the opportunity to testify on the Environfllent-"'l Evaluation
(EEG) analysis of the status of WIPP.

(~roup'

s

In my testimony, I will confine myself to

brief remarks on the issues that you have raised in your letter of September 2,
1988, to me.

I will, of course, be glad to discuss any of these issues further

in clarification of my remarks.

Background of EEG

I believe it will be helpful to you if I took some time to give you a background
of the organization that I have been a part of since 1979 and that I represent
today.

EEG was established to provide an independent technical evaluation of the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) project to the State of New Mexico with funds
provided by the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE).

The multidisciplinary group of

eight scientists and engineers has been performing this evaluation to assess the
suitability of the WIPP site, potential short and long-term danger to the
environment, suitability of the plant design, suitability of the container that
will be used for transporting the waste over the nation's highways, acceptability
of the waste from various generator sites, and related matters.

We have

published the results of our analyses and recommendations for improvement through
EEG reports, thirty-nine to date, and in the open scientific literature.

Three

years ago, we started monitoring the environment near the WIPP site for
background radioactivity in the air, water and soil.

We will continue this

monitoring, on-site and off-site, when the radioactive waste starts arriving at
WIPP, to detect and measure any releases that occur.
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EEG's philosophy has been to be constructive in its criticism and I am happy to
report that DOE has accepted most of our major suggestions during the past ten
yearc::, r;:inging from a

.1.~l0cation

cask for the transuranic waste.

of the repository to a redesign of the

shippi11~

In spite of the dislocation and loss of some key

personnel caused by unfortunate events of the past year, our small group has
maintained its effectiveness and scientific integrity.

We remain committed to

continue our work to find an environmentally acceptable solution to the nation's
defense transuranic radioactive waste problem.

I will now address the issues that you wish to discuss today.

1.

Status of DOE's five-year plan for WIPP and the need for experiments
requiring waste emplacement

The DOE describes WIPP as a Research and Development facility, but we have
not been able to receive a final plan of research requiring waste emplacement
at WIPP to date.

After many reminders from us during the past several years,

we received the first draft of a five-year plan that contains only four pages
of an outline of an experiment that requires emplacement of waste
underground.

EEG expressed concerns about the validity of these experiments

in a letter to DOE dated July 13, 1988, but we have not yet received a reply
from DOE.

We are concerned that if a large amount of waste is emplaced

underground without simultaneously emplacing backfill material around and
over the drums, there will be an unnecessary shuffling of the drums
underground for backfill emplacement later.

In addition, there is a

possibility of DOE deciding in favor of reprocessing the drums (compaction,
cementation, or glassification) to be in compliance with the EPA Standards.
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In that case, the drums will have to be brought to the surface for
reprocessing before final emplacement.
to be to emplace a

l.::ir~e

c;11-'intity of

The wisest course, therefore, seems

Nasr~

underground only after a decision

on reprocessing has been made and a backfill material has been selected.

It

is necessary to complete the calculations of "performance assessment" (to
show compliance with Subpart B of the EPA Standards, 40 CFR 191) to make a
decision on the selection of these "engineered barriers."

My underlying

assumption in the preceding statement is that WIPP will be able to comply
with the EPA Standards with the addition of more stringent "engineered
barriers" in the design.

If that assumption is found to be incorrect, it

would make even more sense to not have to retrieve a large quantity of waste
from the repository.

2.

The repository brine issue and the possible presence of brine reservoir below
WIPP

These two issues relate to the possibility of a breach of the repository
hundreds or thousands of years in the future.

Repository Brine:

The "repository brine issue" is that the salt formation in which the WIPP
repository is located, appears to be saturated with brine that will slowly
move into the excavations and may form a "slurry" of brine and waste in a few
hundred years after closure of the repository.

Calculations performed by the

scientists at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in 1987 concluded that,
given the best-known inventory of WIPP waste, the rates of brine inflow, gas
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3
generation and salt creep, between 5 and 15 m (1300 to 4000 gallons) of
"slurry" of brine and waste released to the surface will violate the EPA
Standards.

These calculations were

presPn~~~

~r.c

discussed at a meeting of

the National Academy of Sciences Panel on WIPP in September, 1987.

Revised

calculations published by SNL this year indicate that there would not be
sufficient brine seepage to form a slurry before the waste and backfill is
compacted due to salt creep.

Because of the uncertainties in these

calculations, EEG recommended more in situ measurements of permeability of
WIPP salt and direct measurements of brine inflow in a specially designed
room underground.

These experiments are being performed now.

In addition,

we have recommended consideration of reprocessing of the drums to reduce the
void volume in the repository and DOE is examining that option.

Brine Reservoir:

The WIPP repository is located in the lower part of a 2000 ft. thick
geological formation known as the Salado Formation.

The Salado extends from

approximately 850 ft. to 2825 ft. below the surface at the WIPP site and the
repository is located at 2150 ft. below the surface.

The approximately 1250

ft. thick Castile Formation underlies the Salado Formation, starting at a
depth of 2825 ft.

Within ten miles of the WIPP site, there have been

thirteen reported encounters of pressurized brine in the upper anhydrite
layer of the Castile Formation.

An encounter typically consists of artesian

flow of several hundred gallons a minute of brine at the surface.

The first

selected site for WIPP was abandoned in 1975 when the first WIPP borehole
(ERDA-6) encountered brine.

In 1981, another borehole (WIPP-12) was deepened

at the suggestion of EEG, and it too encountered pressurized brine at
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3000 ft. below the surface.

Further testing estimated the reservoir

encountered by this borehole to contain 700 million gRJlons of brine.
the WIPP

~epository

Since

as designed at the time would have been only JJO ft.

south of WIPP-12, the site was again relocated southwards so that the nearest
waste emplacement would be more than one mile south of WIPP-12.

In 1983, EEG recommended surface-based geophysical exploration to attempt to
delineate the extent of the brine reservoir encountered by WIPP-12.

DOE

performed this study in 1987 and the results show that brine appears to be
present about 800 ft. below portions of the present repository location.

It is essential that consequence analyses of breach scenarios involving a
pressurized brine reservoir under the repository be performed and published
as soon as possible.

This will be a necessary part of the calculations to

determine WIPP's ability to comply with the EPA Standards.

3.

Other items which must be resolved on WIPP prior to the receipt of
radioactive waste

O The TRUPACT needs to be certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

We

are closely following the testing and the certification process and will
perform our own evaluation of its adequacy.

O The Continuous Air Monitoring system which provides a current measurement

of the concentrations of radioactivity in the atmosphere of the Waste
Handling Building and underground is still not operational.

An earlier

design•of this system has been modified as a result of deficiencies pointed
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out by EEG.

However, the present system has still not been thoroughly

tested to indicate that it will be able to measure the low concentratioPs
of TRU radioAc- .. ~vi '.:y required in ':·ne presence of atmospheric salt particles
and background radioactivity from radon daughter products.

0 Two major facilities at the site are not yet completed.

These include the

air intake shaft and the Safety and Emergency Services Facility building,
both of which are expected to be completed by January 1989.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my prepared statement.
to any questions.
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I will be happy to respond

.
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·memorandum
\w.i l
Wl.YTO
ATTN Qll:

SEP 21988
EH-322

su&iECT: Review of Draft W!?P Finai Safety Analysis Report
ro: Denn fs L. Krenz, AL

The Office of Safety Appraisals ls reviewing the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSARl for the Waste Isolation ?!lot Project (WI?P) at Carlsbad, New Mexico,
with assistance from Brookhaven ~ational Laboratory (BNL) and Oak ~idge
Associated Universities. This memorandum contains the f nfonll!tion that was
infonna11y provided to your staff prior to our v1sf t to yo~r offf:e and to
Carlsbad during August 8-12, 1988, in connection with our FSAR review.

We reviewed the draft chapters of the FSAR and found that they do not contain
sufficient infonnat1on for us to independently conclude that the facility can
be operated safely. Attachment l identified Items that need to be addressed
in the FSAR. As we discussed during our visit, the FSAR does not provide t~e
specifics of what wi11 be done (or has be~n done) to assure facility safety.
We pointed out that the FSAR should address all aspects of facility s~fety,
not only nuclur safety, and the FSAR needs to be thoroughly ~vised to
accurately describe the ocerat1ons that are planned and tht scope or the

~SAR.

The FSAR also needs to be a complete record (with appropriate references) of
the saf!ty analyses and s~fety requirements that a~ the bases for concluding
that the facility can be operat~d safely. For example, t~e FSAR needs to
\....r J fully describe the monitoring instruments and safaty equfp:nent that are
required to assure facil lty safety or mitigate the cons~que1ices of an
acc1 dent.

In the course of our review we will be auditing supporting documents, with
particular focus on th-. it8'111 in Att3ehinent 2 prepared by BNL. If we need

docul?\ents in 3dditfon to those
Kna.-.

obt~iied

during our vi si~, we will let you

The 1110st recent schedule provided to us !nt1c1pat~d facility start-up by
October 1, 1988. ~e understand that the schedule has been chang~d and we
would like to know when the FSAR wf11 be finalized so we car. plan OUi ravi~
efforts.

"·

-

,,1.;. ' •
,

'

2

V

If you have any quest1ons on the ~ttachments or 'ur visit, please
Owen Thompson (FTS 233·4024) or Frank Ta 1 t
233·6535).

Jiif5~rector

OV 1ce of Safety lppralsi 1s

l

i
Il

I
f

con~ct

~

Attachrrents:
l. ()Jestions and Comments from EH-30
on Draft WIPP FSAR
2. Audit Items Related to WI?? FSAR,
Prepared by BNL

cc w/attachments:
Richard W. Sta~stecki, EH-30
James P. Knight, EH·33
Thomas B. Hindman, OP-12
Lewis R. Newby, OP-22
Walter A. Frankhauser, OP·l22
Arthur G. Follett, DP-122
Ger~l d H. Daly, OP·l24
J. Tillman, WIPP

T. lukOI~, WIPP
Jann J. Schink1e, AL/SPO
~. Ba f1 ey, ~L/SPO
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United States Government

Cepartment of Energy

oemorandum
OATt
llPl.YTO
ATTN r:I:

SEP 11988
EH·332

svM'1: Site Visit to Albuquerque Operations Office (AL) and the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant MPPl
~

J~

P. Knight, EH-33
.~~~
THRU: Edward F. Branagart,.Jr. 1 EH-332
DI.Iring the ..eek of August 9-12, 1988, wt visited AL., ~,, WIPP site, and tht
Oeptr~11ent of Energy (00!) WlPP 1r~hives in the 01d Bank Building in Carlsbad.

We were ac:cwnpanied by SU??Ort contractors from Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNLl. The participants (Attachment ll included st1ff and managers from Al.,
OOE-WI~P.

and Westinghouse, along

~ith

a Becntel engineer

(~oward

Taylor), who

had been involved with WIP? for many years.
Prior to the site visit,

wt

reviewed

draF~ cnapt•~s

oF the

~lna1

S1Fet,

Ar1a1ysis ~e?ort (FSA~) and provided questions and c:xnments from tH·30 to
(Attachment Zl. We also prov1d!d a description of propos!d audit Items
prepared by SHL (Attachment 3).

\...,,

,ll.

The purpose of the visit was to discuss the EH-30 questions and C(l!!!lents with
~ and WIPP staff to assure 111\Jtual understanding so that our concerns would be
addressed in t~e finaliz!d FSAR. Asecond purpose was to assess the AL
independent review of the safety analyses and to audit selected design and
construction documents thst support the '"a1ysts.

Activi t1 es
On Monday, August a, we 111et with AL and Westinghouse staff and 111na9ers in
Albuquerque to describe the planned activities and identify documents needed

for review.
On Tuesday 1 we discussed the Oi·30 questions and conments on the FSAR. We
then looked at selected doeUlfttnts from the ~fety Pl'Ot~ams Ofvf sicn (AL-SPOI
rt11ting to pre-operational appraisals of W!P~. Wt undtrstlnd t!lat tht

F1ci1ity Constl'Uctfon Management Ofvision (AL-t04Dl 1111 have additional rtv1tw
documents rtlating to design and constl'Uction of WIPP. >J.·Sl'O staff will t1'1
to find relevant docl.ll!lents for us to audit,
On Wtdnesd1y, wt vfsfttd tht WlPP 1ft1 nt•~ Clrlsb1d. EH-30 staff (ThClll~son
and Talbot) took a brief site tour wh11e tht BNL staff returned to Carlsbad to
l'tVftw doc:umtnts in the 'iIPP arch1v11 1111nta1n1d by West1ngnou11 1n ti'lt Old
Bank Building. This source of documents had not prtv1ously bt1n fdentff1td to
EH.

-.......,..

On Thursday, in Albuquerque, we discussed the tM·30 questions and ccnsntnts
1g1fn and agrted on rtsolutions, many of wll1ch 11111 bt provided as ehangts in
the ~SAR. We also 1111t wfth Al. managtment for a close-out 111e1t1ng 1t wll1eh
we pl"tstntad tht Sl1!'1111"Y as descr1bad btlow.

2

Summary
The review effort focused on botn tht: docu11;d1 ~ci. ~ i un of the AL independent
rev)E::w 01...tiviL~ss ci.nJ li1i= ~vcu~.~-=rts that proviue t~u:: FSAR i:iaSi::s. rot both
these activities we looked separately at the safety aspects of design,
construction, and operation.
1.1

uf

AL Independent Review of the Bechtel Design
We were told that there were numerous independent reviews of the Bechtel
dasign of the facility including the Waste Handling Building,
reviewed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District, and
devalopment of the design basis earthquake (DBE}, reviewed by Sandia
~Jational Laboratory (Sandia}.
These efforts, hov1ever, appear to be ad
hoc and we have not seen evidence of a comprehensive s.1 fety review of
design. Als~, we did not fi~d documentation of these independent
reviews.
We were told that there was a Bechtel Corporate review of the Bechtel
design which may S3tisfy certain independent review require'."'lents but,
again, we have not yet found documentation.
There reportedly were so~e AL independent reviews of designs; AL-SPD
will attempt to find relevant documents for us to audit.
In summary, we v1ere unable to find docu::ientation of an adequate
independent revfov1 of the design of the WIPP facility.

1.2 AL Independent Review of Construction under the Corps of Engineers as
Construction Manager

The Corps of Engineers was construction '."'lanager for ~HPP. We ~'/ere told
that AL-FCMD was involved in construction ov2rview activities but we
could not determine if they had perfonned technical reviews or only
programmatic (e.g., contractural} reviews. AL-SPD will attempt to
locate relevant documents for us to audit. At this time, we have been
unable to find documentation of an adequate independent r~view of
construction of the WIPP facility.
1.3 AL Independent Review of Westinghouse Operations

There have been a number of AL-SPO appraisals of aspects of WIPP
operations. We saw files on fire protection, and others on ventilation.
BNL is preparing a summary of files made available to us. Additionally,
WIPP-SPO is preparing for a comprehensive pre-operational appraisal with
a t·2am of about 20 specialists. TI1e appraisal will cover verification
of facility conformance with as-built drawings, and inspection of
structures, systems, o.nd components for operatior1al readiness, and
compliance with DOE Orders, applicable codes, and the FSAR.
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The pre-operational appraisal is expected to be conducted in October or
November (a planned date for the en~ ~~ J~~Y was postponed because the
fa.:ility was not reaay), and will be documented in a. c0111µreh21<1s~v&
eva'iud.tion .-0pcrt. Eli-38 wn~ t-2"1~c:"'' ti ..: ,;:...-SP['I r~port in a~s~ssir.g th~
safety of operational aspects of the WIPP facility.
We have been assured by AL that the AL-SPD pre-operational appraisal of
WID? described to us will be a well-documented, comprehensive,
independent revi e\·I of opera tiona 1 safety.
2.1

Audit of Bechtel Design
We discovered a large number of Bechtel design documents in archives
under Westinghouse control in the vault of the Old Bank Building in
Carlsbad. Documents are filed by date of entry into the archives and
thus individual documents are very difficult to find; hmvever, with
assistance from the Bechtel rapresantative we located many documents and
requested microfiche copies of about 60 (100+ microfiche cards}.
In the absence of documentation of a comprehensive indep~ndent review of
dasign (item 1.1 above) our audit of design documents will be inore
extensive t~an anticipated.
EH-30 Audit of Construction Management by Corps of Engineers
We had insufficient ti111e to look at the Corps of Engineers' records of
construction because they ware only found late in the day. Accordingly,
we are being provided copies of the complete set of records for our
re'liew. (Sixty-nine microfilm rolls were found during our site visit;
we subsequently ~ere notified that Westinghouse found a total of 124
microfilm rolls.}

Our concern with construction aspects of the facility is pri:narily a
quality assurance (QA} issue. We need assurance that the construction /
quality was adequate to assurs facility safety • .A.t this time, there is
the po ten ti al for finding sari ous defi ci enci es in the QA doculi1ent:tti on
that could require extansive field investigations and testing to
reconstruct a data base that would provide the required level of
~
~
assurance of quality of construction. Any significant problems
i den ti fi ed in this area during our review wi 11 be brought to
<j 4t;e. r
management's attention immediately. (Subsequent to the site visit, we
Q'
learned of a Type A accident involving the WIPP fire water pumphouse on* (1:19,~
June 24, 1986 (EH accident investigation file 86-13-ll.). The accident
-\-o~,<
was caused by failure to properly install the fire water system pipes.
t-o$S
This occurrence raises questions about general construction quality.)
2.3 EH-30 Audit of Westinghouse Ooerations
EH reviews of operations will be defarred until the AL-SPD
pre-operational appraisal report is available, at which time the extent
of independent auditing needed by EH-30 will be detenTiined.
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3.0

Documentation of the Safaty Analyses in the FSAR
We i nfonned AL that t~.~ FSAR do~s r.::it ::irn"i rlt=i ;idPqudt-=- rl.0cum2nta ti o~ of
the s1fety analy$CS aria the bases for the conclusion that the facility
can be operated safely. We emphasized that we had identified specific
concerns which are not all inclusive--the FSAR needs substantive
enhancement.
One area of major concern is the description of planned operations
is not clear (and \'las not totally clear to us even after further
explanation) and assurance of retrievability is not provided. The FSAR
must describe how retrievability will be assured until either the waste
is finally retrieved or the facility is qualified as a repository. That
is, there must be assurance that the facility will not become a
repository by d2fault because wastes cannot be reasonably or safely
retrieved.
Another area of major concern is that the FSAR does not comprehensively
treat all safety concerns that might reasonably be raised. All external
eve!1ts"tnat might be credible should be considered and the mitigating
design ~asures (if necess.1ry) discussed; 1 i ghteni ng strikes and
aircraft crashas should be included. All onsite hazards (including
magnitude), in addition to radioactive matGrials, should be
discussed. For example, the FSAR does not address the presence (or
absence) of hazardous, toxic, pyr~phoric, or explosive materials.
Finally, failure modes and effects analyses have been made for some
structures a-nd systems; the FSAR needs to contai,., a summary of al 1
structures and systems (with references elseuhere in the FSAR a-sapprJpriate) sh0\-1ing that no pot~ntial failure mode for any system has
be~n omitted.
noted that the draft FSAR is particularly deficient with regard to
d.~tails of monitoring equip:nent that assures facility safety, and
details of safety equipment to initigat: the consequences of accidents
(co.·ninent No. 2, Attachment 2). We were told that the FSAR (par ti cul arly
Chapter 10) will be enhanced to address these concerns.

We

We expect WIPP to respond to our cm~nents and questions with brief
statements to assist the Office of Defense Programs (DP) in tracking
items. Many of our items will be resolved by revisions to the FSAR and
the WIPP response should indicate this. We may need to iterate with
WIPP on some responses because we are not sure there is mutual
understanding of our concerns.
Canel us ions
1.

We have not found adequate documentation of fodependent revfows of the
safety aspects of the WIPP design and construction. TI1erefore, we will
perform detailed independent audit reviews of selected documents that
support the safaty analyses for structures and ~ystems that we determine
are critical to the start of operation.
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2.

We will address separately the rerna1:iing structures and systems that we
find are not crit~::il to the start of operations involving low TRU waste
throughputs durinq the 0pc~a+i0ns demonstration phase (5-year period).
For these structures and systems we will aeter tne detailed independen~
re vi =w requirement (to be met by AL) until the faci 1 i ty is ready for the
permanent disposal ph.1se provided that there is reasonab1 e assurance that
these structures and systems \'Ii 11 perform their intended function based
on compliance with relevant codes, acceptable pre-operational appraisals,
and the planned low production. (Much of the work during the 5-year
operations demonstration phase will be testing and research.)

3.

The goals of the pre-operational appraisal program described to us by AL
are to verify that the as-built construction conforms to the final
d~sign, to verify compliance with the FSAR, and to assure that the
operating procedures arc adequate to assure facility safety. AL has told
us that the documentation of this effort will she·~ that AL has performed
an ;idequate independent revi2\v of the safaty of planned operations. We
\Jill review the AL documentation prior to facility start-up.

4.

The documentation of the saf::ty analyses, the FSAR, needs to be enhanced
as discussed previously. To the extent possible, we will help WIPP meet
its schedule for FSAR issuance by commenting on revisions as requested.

5.

We observed that documentation of AL reviews often did not provide
adequate details of the review--often the reports simply stated that a
document was reviewed. In the future, more details should be provided to
siJbstantiate the AL findings of acceptability, including a description of
t:ie scope and depth of the review, a surn11ary of the independent
calculations made, and identification of items not reviewed in detail
(with the reasons far not reviewing important items).

F;.

lfa w~re told that AL traditionally has reviewed documents provided by
WIPP. We suggested that AL be awara of the need to be pro-active in its
independent review activities, i.e., have AL select areas for review.
This is being done for the pre-operational appraisal effort.

Footnote
It appears that retrievability is to be assured for a long ti'lle by essentially
isr)lating the emplaced waste packages from the hydrogeologic environment. The
RH TRU packages will be plac~d in sealed, plugged tubes; the CH TRU packages
wi 11 be Hell-painted drums, isolated fro;n the adjacent salt, and supported
above the salt f1oor on noncorrosive pallets {about three-fourths of an inch
thick). Accordingly, radionuclide migration from the waste packages is not
exp~cted during tile operations demonstration ( 5-year) phase. Tlius, actual
repository conditions are not being evaluated and actual repository
perf0r;nance wi 11 not be demonstrated.
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The DOE mission in P.L. 96-164 is to
demonstrate the safe disposal of
radioactive wastes ••• 11 This wi11 De .~v~~ by the performance assessment
showing reasonable assurance that the standards applicable to th-: reposit~ry
(such as 40 CFR Par"t 19~/ wi~: oe: 1ueL. 7;,~ iJ~r-formance ass-:ss111~iit ·~in be:
based on site data such as hydrogeologic information, not a demonstration of
the behavior of the ernplaced waste. However, the emplacing of TRU wastes
underground is part of the demonstration of the waste disposal system
including waste processing and certification, transportation, and facility
operation.
11

•••

Management should be aware of the potential for misconceptions about what the
emp hcament of TRU wastes wi 11 demonstrate. Note, however, that this concern
does not i·npact our assessment of facility safety which will be based on the
activities described in the FSAR.

Frank X. Talbot
Nuclear Safety Technology
Division
Office of Safety Appraisals
Attachments
1. Participants in Site Visit
2. Questions and Comments from
EH-30 on Draft WIPP FSAR
3. Audit Items Related to WIPP
FSAR Prepared by BNL
cc w/~ttach~ents:
RicharJ W. Starostecki, EH-30
Lewis G. Hulman, EH-34
Edward F. Branagan, Jr., EH-332
Carol M. Borgstrom, EH-25
Thomas B. Hindman, DP-12
Walter A. Frankhauser, DP-122
Dennis L. Krenz, AL
J. J. Schinkle, AL/SPD
J. Tillman, AL/WIPP

en 0. Thompson
Nuclear Safety Technology
Division
Office of Safety Appraisals
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August 25,1988

Mr. J. P. Kr.ight
Director, Office of Nuclear Safety
Office of Nuclear Safety
EH 33
M/S Gl06
Germar.towr., MD 20545
Dear Mr. Kr.ight:
Er.closed please fir.d a trip report describing the activities that took
place durir.g our recer.t visit to the WIPP Project (Au~ust 8-11, 1988).
(

As described thereir., we have requested copies of various documer.ts
cor.cernir.g desigr. ar.d cor.structior. of the facility. This ir.forrnatior. (ir.
microfiche/microfilm format) is importar.t for our review of the safety of the
WIPP facility. We will begir. the review process as the ir.f ormatior. arrives at
BNL.

Your comments regardir.g the trip report will b~~preciated.

MR:kms
Attachment
cc: o. Thompson, EH 31-2
C. Costar.tir.o
A. Philippacopoulos
M. Wane

REPORT ON TRIP TO
WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT

August 8-12, 1988

Prepared by

(

C.J. Costantino, A.J. Ph:lippacopoulos,
M. Wane and M. Reich
Structural Ar.alysis Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory

August 24, 1988

Reoort or. Trio to
Wa~t~

1.0

Isolation

P:~~r

Pl~r.t

INTRODUCTION

During the week of August 8th through 12th, 1988 the above named personnel of BNL together with Dr. o. Thompson and Mr. F. Talbot of DOE-HQ (EH-33)
visited the Albuquerque office of the Safety Program Division (DOE/AL-SPD) at
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
facility near Carlsbad, New Mexico, and the Greer. Street Bank Building in
Carlsbad, New Mexico, where WIPF archives are located.
The purpose of the trip was to obtain enough information to allow the
Team to (a) evaluate the adequacy of the draft Fir.al Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR), (b) evaluate the adequacy of the independent review being conducted by
DOE/AL-SPD for the design, construction and operation of the facility and (c)
perform an audit of safety related analysis/ design evaluations as well as
construction documents prepared for the WIPP facility.
In order to facilitate the discussion envisioned during the trip,
questions pertaining to the draft FSAR, as well as descriptions of specific
audit items of interest to BNL, were prepared. This information was transmitted by Dr. o. Thompson of DOE/EH to DOE/AL-SPD prior to the visit.
Meetings were held or. Monday afternoon and Tuesday, August 8th and 9th
respectively at S~TL with members from DOE/AL-SPD, WIPP Project Office (DOE/
WPO) and Westinghouse Electric Corporation (WEC). Or. Wednesday, August 10th,
meetings were held at the WIPP site and at the Greer. Street Bank Building with
various personnel involved with the WIPP Project. Throughout Wednesday, Mr.
Howard Taylor of Bechtel Corporation, the facility Architect Engineer (A/E)
was made available to assist the Team with regard to questions pertair..1ng to
the design of the facility. Mr. Taylor was indeed helpful and provided
important information by describing the backgrour.d details and approaches
employed for the design of the WIPP facility. Closing meetings were held on
Thursday, August 11 in Albuquerque with members of DOE/AL. Initial discussions between the Team ar.d DOE/AL-SPD focused on resolution of the
questions pertair.ing to the FSAR, which was then followed by a general exit
meeting. Messers. D. Krenz and R. Miller of DOE/AL also attended this exit
meeting.

2.0

COMMENTS

With respect to meetings and discussions held with DOE/AL-SPD, DOE/WPO,
WEC ar.d contractor personnel associated with the WIPP project during this
visit, the following comments are presented. A list of specific documents
which were made available to the Team during the visit is given in Attachments
I a~d II.

1

a.

... , __

Members of DOE/AL, stated that since 1979, extensive overviews have been
~nnducted by various management teams organized by DOE/AL-SPD to rev~e~
criteria S?~~~fi~~ti0~. ~~cil:ty j~3ign deto1~s, cur.st:..uccior. procedures
3S 1.1ell a-s ope:..ai..ioc.z) ;:-h"'.c: t1;:>v~!.0;:-~~ for th<> facility.
'.'!=: we:e: ~::l::!
that designs were modified as the project directors opted for more conservatism in design criteria than originally thought to be required.
However, detailed documentation of this process was, in general, difficult to resurrect, and to a great extent may not exist. From the dis~ cussions , it appears that DOE/AL-SPD selected "credible accident
scenarios" on an ad hoc basis with no formal evaluation of any con1
' ventional fault tree analysis. It seems that the items that were investigated were those which were felt to be significant to DOE-AL-SPD
personnel. No documentation of the process of elimination of potential
accident scenarios was available.

b.

The team was told that WEC is in the process of preparing a Preoperational Appraisal Report (PAR) which will then be independently audited by
DOE/AL-SPD. This report, which is expected to be completed in
September/October of 1988, is intended to provide a detailed review of
the as-built condition of the facility as well as its operational
aspects. We were told that no further assessments are to be made in this
PAR with respect to the design and construction phases of the facility.

c.

The facility design was carried out by Bechtel. Th.is design was apparently evaluated by the Corps of Engineers (CE) Office at Fort Worth,
Texas for DOE/WPO. The extent of this review and the documentation associated W'ith the review is currently unknowr.. Similarly, the QA aspects
of the construction phase of the project are also unknown. Moreover, the
team was told that the CE review mentioned above only involved the Waste
Handling Building. Documentation pertaining to the CE review was requested during the meeting.

d.

The team was told that the DOE/AL-SPD office is short handed in that it
consists of only two people (N. Bailey and s. Thompson) who are supported
/"
by consultants and subcontractors on an as needed basis. DOE/AL-SPD
. /
indicated that since the WIPP project is only one of five of their on\/
going projects they would require additional full-time staff to be able
to perform a complete and independent assessment of the facility.

e.

A series of DOE/AL-SPD files (see Attachment I) were reviewed by various
members of the Team, W'ith some of documents reviewed dating back to
1976. From these documents, it appears that only those files dating from
1982 onward were maintained consistently, that is, responses to specific
questions and evaluations raised by DOE/AL-SPD or by its predecessor, the
Operational Safety Division (DOE/AL-OSD), were filed W'ith the evaluation
document. Moreover, no files were found that indicated that DOE/AL-SPD
or OSD had a comprehensive plan for independent review of the facility
design and/or construction. From our discussions at the meetings, it
appears that DOE/AL-SPD is currently taking a more active role in
assessing the operational aspects of the facility.
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f / A t the initial meeting held at the WIPP site, it was found that no spec:f:<_r: d'.'.'cu.me",t" .;ere avail~'cle for review ar.d evaluatior. that t~<> TE>~"l
\ /
could use to assess the ir.deperrl~:-.~? ::>:-:-". adeouac:.y of tne DOE/ AL-SPD rev
view, or the adequacy ar.d cofupleter.ess of the FSAR documer.t. ~r. Howard
Taylor of Bechtel atter.ded this meetir.g and, in fact, was the or.ly persor.
at the meetir.g familiar with the design process car.ducted durir.g various
phases pertaining to the WIPF project(i.e. Title I-Preliminary Design,
Title II-Detailed Design, and Title III-Construction/As built submittals). This was extremely upsetting to the Team since it was expected
that all documentation requested prior to the visit would be made available. Moreover, Mr. T. Dillon of Dravo Engineers working for WEC, indicated that Bechtel had performed an internal review of the Design Validation Final Report. The results of this review were also not available.
With respect to the rock bolting program, Mr. Dillor. indicated that
the openings are essentially self-supporting. No calculations of the design of the underground openings were available, however, to validate the
above statement. Finally, we were told that the Rock Bolt Certification
Program was not site specific but rather was determined from si~ilar
( evaluations at other local mines.
g.

During the meeting held at the WIPP site on Wednesday, August 10th, the
Team was informed (by H. Taylor) that extensive microfiche and microfil~
of project documents were available at the Green Street Bank Building in
Carlsbad. Two of the team members returned to Carlsbad to review these
documents together with Mr. Taylor, while other members remained at the
site to discuss rock bolting issues with Mr. T. Dillon.
The er.tire Team subsequently returned to Carlsbad and spent the rest of
the day going through the microfiche documents with ~r. Taylor, in order
to select documents applicable to the facility design/construction. Many
of the microfiche documents were found to be not applicable since they
were of a preliminary design nature. Copies of about 100 microfiche
documer.ts were requested for detailed review and audit back at BNL (a
list of these documer.ts are giver. in Attachment II).

h.

We were told that the CE was retained by DOE to review the adequacy of
the Bechtel design. The review team requested copies of 124 rolls of
microfilm, where the details of the CE review are expected to be described. At this point, the contents of these documents are unknown.
Mr. Taylor stated that the initial design of the ur.derground facilities
was based primarily on calculations performed by Shoshei Serata. These
were rejected by a WIPF project panel and a design based on empirical
ar.alyses and local mining experience was adopted. No documentat!on of
this process was found, nor was the listing of panel members made available to us. We were told that a basic rule followed for selectir.g the
room sizes was to maintain extraction ratios below 25% and at the
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sane time allow for suf f icier.t clearar.ce for equipmer.t to emplace ar.d retrieve wastes. ~r. Taylor said that he would try to trace the documer.tat~o~ for the ~d~n~Pd ~Psi~~ hy ~2~·rh:r.g through ~he Bechtel files.
j.

A si~r.ificar.t amour.t of time was sper.t reviewir.g the details of about 62
comrner.ts preser.ted hy the DOE ar.d BNL reviewers or. the draft FSAR. These
commer.ts mostly dealt with areas of the FSAR which were felt to be ir.complete or ir.adequately documer.ted. These commer.ts were associated with
both operational safety aspects as well as the desigr. adequacy of the
facility. DOE/WPO indicated that they will attempt to ir.corporate resolutior. of commer.ts ir.to the revised FSAR. (Ir. fact, it was ir.dicated to
the Team that parts of the revised FSAR already reflect resolutior.s to
some of the commer.ts).

k.

Ar. item of major cor.cerr. to the Team was the lack of a clear defir.itior.
ir. the FSAR of the currer.t program er.visioned for the facility. It is
our ur.derstar.dir.g that the facility is to be operated ir. ar. experiemer.tal
mode for a maximum of five years, after which a period for complete retrieval of all emplaced waste must be guarar.teed. There is r.o ir.dicatior.
ir. the FSAR of how lor.g the retrieval period will be, r.or is there ar.y
clear statemer.t made regardir.g thresholds which will trigger the or.set of
retrieval operatior.s. It is felt that the FSAR must clearly state the
objectives of the plar.r.ed program, key measuremer.t items which will be
used to er.sure that the operatior. will be car.ducted safely ar.d r.o desigr.
criteria for the facility will be violated. Ir. additior., retrieval procedures for all waste types emplaced ir. the facility should be clearly
described.

3.0

SU~1ARY

AND

CO~CLUSIO~S

As mer.tior.ed ir. the ir.troductior., the purpose of the trip was to (a)
evaluate the adequacy of the draft Fir.al Safety Ar.alysis Report (FSAR), (b)
evaluate the adequacy of the ir.deper.der.t review beir.g conducted by DOE/AL-SPD
ar.d (c) perform ar. audit of safety related analysis/design evaluations ar.d
construction documer.ts associated with the WIPP. It is the Team's opir.ior.
that the trip did provide ir.f ormatior. so that assessments pertair.ir.g to items
(a) and (b) car. be made. Regarding item (c), however, no cor.clusior.s car. be
.drawr. at this poir.t. This is due to the lack of documentation available
during the visit. The ir.formatior. regardir.g this item was requested prior to
the visit and also discussed in a previous meeting with DOE/AL-SPD and DOE/WPO
(June 4-11, 1988). During the current visit, the Team went thru the WIPP
document archives in the Green Street Bank Building in Carlsbad, and requested
microfiche/microfilm documents given in Attachment II. Once the requested
documents are reviewed, comments pertair.ing to the adequacy of the
analysis/design and cor.struction will be made.
In additior. to the above general comments the following conclusions are
based or. the visit:
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a.

Cor.cerr.ir.g the adequacy of the FSAR, about 62 specific commer.ts ~ere pre=~r.terl and discussed in ~~t31l with D2Z/~~-S?D zr.d ~~J.
~1cse comments
are 3:~0~ia:c~ with both ooeratior.al and desigr./construct~0r ~afety
aspects of the facility and are considered by the team to be important
for a document that adequately addresses the relevent safety issues of
the facility. DOE/WPO indicated that they will incorporate resolutions
pertaining to the comments into a revised version of the FSAR. Furthermore, it is strongly recommended that the FSAR clearly define its applicability to the experimental phase of the facility as well as the guaranteed retrievability period.
The independent review of DOE/AL-SPD is primarily addressing operational?
safety aspects of the facility only. They have not addressed issues associated with either adequacy of the design or the quality assurance of
the construction phase. The Team uncovered extensive microfiche/
microfilm documents, copies of which have been requested. Some of the
microfiche documents were briefly reviewed at Carlsbad and were found to
be associated with some of the Bechtel Title II design aspects. The
microfilm, on the other hand could contain copies of CE documents associated with the design and QA aspects of the construction (i.e., Title
III).
B~L will begin the review of these documents when available.
respect to the design aspects associated with the development of the
underground facility, it is not clear whether the desigr. was generated by
detailed stress analysis, as implied by the Desigr. Validation Fir.al
Report ar.d the FSAR, or by empirical judgement of a committee of minir.g
experts. It is expected that this issue will be further evaluated ir.
terms of safety aspects of the facility.
~1th

d.

Documentation associated with development of the design basis
earthquake,tornado, !Jind, the design calculations for the facility
shafts, the seismic evaluation of underground structures and the
evaluation of suhsidence was not readily available to the Team during the
visit. It is expected, however, that sufficient information pertaining
to these items will be found in the microfiche and microfilm documents
that were requested (see Attachment II). Moreover, we were told that
attempts !Jill be made by Mr. Taylor to investigate the Bechtel files with
regard to any information pertaining to the above items.

s

ATTAC'l-r'fE~T

1.

I

DOE/AL-SPD Files Reviewed:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Response to DOE/AL - Comments on SAR
WIPP SAR Commer.ts on Volume 4
Compliance with 40 CRF191 (~eeting Notes, May 4, 1988)
Review of FSAR for WIPP: Health Physics Comments
WIPP FSAR Review, Chapters 1 thru 7 and 9 (from SPD to WPO, July 8,
1988)
Responses to AL Comments on WIPP FSAR, Chapter 8, 9, 11, 13
WIPP Audit Report (May 3-5, 1988)
~IPP Design Criteria/Basis, File #1 (1975-1981)
WIPP Design Criteria/Basis, File #2 (1982 )
WIPP - ES&H Systems Evaluation File #2

2.

"Review of the Scientific ar.d Technical Criteria for WIPP"
Acadeny of Sciences of NRC, 1984

3.

"Design Criteria Waste Isolatior. Pilot Plar.t (WIPP), Revised Missior.
Concept - II A", WIPP-DOE-71, Revision 4, February 1984, DE-AC0478AL05346, Westinghouse Electric Corporatior.

4.

III Design Document Register - Design Bases, Rev. 2, 3/31/87, 10
Pages; rnicrofiches obtained of Structural (General), Structural
(Seismic), Structural (Torr.ado), Piping (General), Waste Shaft, Waste
Handling Buildir.g

5.

"Horizontal E:nplacement ar.d Retrieval Equipment Detailed Desigr. Report",
Schmura, etal, Westinghouse Electric Corporatior. Report No. WTSDTME-041, Rev. 0

(

~atior.al

\,
Tit~e

E.~.

6.

Desigr. Calculatior. for RH-TRU sleeve design, WARD, pages 77 to 104, SE:
84: 123

R.~:

7.

A Description of the Site and Preliminary Design Validation for the W1PP
Site, Revision 1, TME 3063, Rev. 1

8.

Rock Bolt Certification, TME 3135 (not thoroughly audited, requested)

9.

Stability analysis of Shaft Station (Failure of Rock Bolts), Ew7 37-00414 (r.ot thoroughly audited, requested)

\
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II

The followir:.g documer.ts (calculation packages ar.d review documer:.ts) were
identified by BNL durir.g the meetir.gs held or. August 8-11, 1988 audit. Copies
of these items are to be ser:.t to BNL by the DOE-AL off ice.

\ _____

1•

CE&SH Shaft Lir.ir.g

CS-36-R-Ol Rev 1

BTL-1451

2•

CE&SH Shaft Key

CS-36-R-03 Rev 0

BTL-1419

3.

Storage Exhaust Shaft - Ger.eral

CS-37-R-Ol Rev l

4.

Storage Exhaust Shaft Cor.c:::ete Key

CS-37-R-03 Rev 0

BTL-2472

5.

Storage Exhaust Shaft Lir:.ir.g
Buc.kli r.g Sir.kir:.g & Groutir:.g

CS-3 7-R-02 Rev 0

BTL-1419

6.

Storage Exhaust Shaft Lir.ir.g

CS-3 7-R-02 Rev 1

7.

Storage Exhaust Shaft Key Redesigr.

CS-3 7-R-03 R.ev 0

8.

\.iaste Shaft Key

CS-31-R-02 Rev

9.

Waste Shaft Lir'.ir.g

CS-31-R-Ol Rev

BTL-1451

10.

CALC

cs- 3 1- 0-0 11

CCP 014

11.

CALC

CS-31-0-016 Rev l

CCP 014

12.

CALC

CS-31-F-411 Rev 1

CCP 014

13.

CALC

CS-31-F-412 Rev 1

CCP 014

14.

CALC

CS-3 l-F-414 Rev 1

CCP 014

15.

CALC

CS-41-0-008 Rev 0 (At tac.hmer.t A & B)

16.

CALC

CS-41-0-008 Rev 0

CCP 014

17.

CALC

CS-41-0-009 Rev 0

CCP 014

18.

CALC

CS-4 l-D-026 Rev 0

CCP 014

19.

CALC

CS-41-0-058 Rev 0

20.

CALC

CS-41-0-496 Rev 0 (Attachments 1-5)

21.

CALC

CS-41-0-496 Rev 0 (At tac.hrner.t s 6-8)
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()

Rev. 0

BTL-1419

CCP 014

(-\

482

Rev.

483

Rev.

486

Rev.

487

Rev. 1

488

Rev. 1

489

Rev.

) 3.

490

Rev. 1

54.

491

Rev. 1

55.

492

Rev.

56.

495

Rev.
3709-0~14

57.

Report:

EWP

58.

Re?ort:

NE 3135 (Rock bolt certificatior.)

59.

Subsider.ce calculatior.s by Bechtel (to be p•ovided by H. Taylor)

60.

Docu~e~tatior. of the review perfor~ed by CE for the WI?P facility
C1ic:ofi.lm)

(Failure of rock bolts at the shaft statior.)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We are pleased to

N:

in:: r 2

tuday t..o ..:.i i.ac uss cne

~ta.t. 11 3

of the

Department of Energy's (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, or WIPP,
located southeast of Carlsbad, New Mexico.

The ultimate objective

of the facility is to serve as a repository for the permanent
disposal of transuranic1

(TRU) nuclear waste generated by DOE in

its atomic energy defense activities.

TRU waste exists in a

variety of physical forms, ranging from unprocessed trash, such as
absorbent papers and protective clothing, to decommissioned tools.
Because of the long period that these wastes are radioactive, they
require isolation in a deep geologic repository.
My testimony today is based on our ongoing review, being done
at the request of this subcommittee, of ( 1) the events surrounding
the seepage of brine, or salt water, into the WIPP facility and (2)
DOE's ongoing and planned research activities at the facility on
high-level waste resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear
fuel.

According to DOE officials, there are no current plans to

conduct experiments with actual high-level wastes: therefore, my
testimony will focus primarily on the issue of brine seepage.
In our opinion, Mr. Chairman, there are many uncertainties
involving WIPP performance that must be addressed before DOE can
demonstrate that the facility is suitable as a repository for
permanent disposal of TRU waste.

Chief among them are the amount

of brine seepage that would occur and the resultant effect on the
integrity of the repository.

It is important to recognize,

however, that the technical resolution of the brine seepage issue
is but one aspect of the larger process of determining whether the

1Transuranic waste is any material that is contaminated with manmade radioactive elements, such as plutonium, having atomic numbers
greater than uranium.

WIPP facility will meet disposal standards for nuclear waste
reposi~~ries

issued by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

To address the technical uncertainties and demonstrate
effective waste storage operations, DOE had proposed that near
full-scale operational quantities of TRU be stored at WIPP during
the 5-year demonstration phase.

More recently,

it agreed to reduce

the quantity of waste that would be stored in WIPP for
demonstration purposes.

However, DOE has not yet issued a detailed

plan that clearly establishes if there is a need to emplace wastes
in the facility, and if so, how much, to determine if WIPP meets
the EPA standards.

A well-conceived experimental program is

essential to conservatively assessing compliance with the
standards.

Until DOE does this, we believe it is premature for the

Congress to enact legislation that would authorize waste
emplacement in WIPP and permanently withdraw the affected land from
public use.
Before I discuss these matters, I believe it is important to
briefly describe the current status of the WIPP facility.
STATUS OF WIPP
The WIPP facility may be roughly broken down into surface
facilities, mine shafts, and an underground repository area
consisting of tunnels, experimental rooms, and TRU waste storage
rooms.

The surface facilities,

including the waste handling

building, are essentially constructed and ready for waste
emplacement operations.

Three of the four shafts have been

completed and the other one--an air intake shaft--is nearing
completion.

The WIPP repository will consist of 56 rooms, arranged

in 8 panels, and an experimental area.

DOE has conpleted mining

and preparation of the experimental area and the first waste
emplacement

pa~el

and is beginning to mine a second panel.

Each

panel will consist of seven waste storage rooms, each 300 feet
2

long, 33 feet wide, and 13 feet high, surrounded by access tunnels.
The total cost of the project through fiscal year 1988 is expected

Until recently, DOE planned to start receiving TRU waste at
WIPP in October 1988.

That date has now slipped into the first

quarter of fiscal year 1989.

During the first S years of

operation, DOE plans to emplace up to 12S,OOO SS-gallon drums of
contact handled TRU waste.

This is about lS percent of the total

volume of TRU waste--estimated to be 6.3 million cubic feet--that
would be disposed of at WIPP.

According to WIPP project officials,

the purposes of this activity were to (1) demonstrate the safety of
TRU waste handling operations,

(2) validate the repository's

design, and (3) gather technical information for use in assessing
the long-term environmental performance of the WIPP facility.

The

assessment is necessary for DOE to determine whether the facility
satisfies EPA waste disposal standards.

DOE plans to make a

determination that the EPA standards have been met before it uses
the facility as a repository for permanent waste disposal.
At present, however, there are several actions that must be
taken before DOE can proceed with its demonstration program using
containers of TRU waste.
Land withdrawal.

Briefly, they are:
Before beginning 09erations, DOE must

obtain authorization from either the Department of the
Interior, which owns most of the land on which WIPP is
located, or the Congress, which could enact legislation
withdrawing land for waste storage at WIPP.

DOE's access

to 8,960 acres of federal land where the WIPP facility is
located is governed by a temporary (8
~ithdrawal

ye~rs)

administrative

of land from public use issued by the Department

of the Interior in June 1983.

The WIPP facility also

includes 1,280 acres of New Mexico land which must be
transferred to DOE before WIPP begins waste emplacement
3

operations.

The administrative withdrawal issued by

Interior prohibits DOE's use of the land for
tr~nsportation,
\on.::::e~llP~tJy,

storage, or

disp0s~~

of radioactive wastes.

to store TRU wastes in the WIPP ::=.ro;_l_itv

during the planned 5-year demonstration period, DOE must
obtain either revised temporary land withdrawal
authorization from Interior or permanent land withdrawal by
an act of the Congress.

The Congress is now considering

land withdrawal legislation

(S.

1272 and H.R. 2504).

Certification of transportation containers.

DOE has agreed

with the state of New Mexico to obtain certification from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) that the types of
shipping containers to be used in transporting wastes to
WIPP meet NRC standards.

Currently DOE is preparing a

report analyzing transportation safety for submission to
NRC.
DOE expects NRC certification of the shipping
containers in the next few months.
Determining that WIPP is operationally safe.

In

accordance with its internal procedures, DOE

~ust

make a

formal determination that the facility complies with all
applicable environment, safety, and health standards and
requirements before it can be operated.

Based on its

review, DOE's Office of Environment, Safety, and Health
(ES&H) believes that the final Safety Analysis Report
prepared by DOE's Office of Defense Programs, the Off ice
having operational responsibility for WIPP, does not fully
support the report's conclusion that WIPP is operationally
safe.

DOE is currently addressing the issues raised by

ES&H.
Development of operational and experimental plan.

Lastly,

before beginning waste emplacement operations DOE intends
to prepare an operational plan, including a plan on
4

conducting experiments on TRU wastes.

DOE is currently

preparing this plan.
I will now discuss the purpose of the WIPP facility to provide
perspective that is essential for understanding the significance of
the brine seepage issue and for determining the actions that DOE
should take to deal with this issue.
WIPP PURPOSE NOW LIMITED
TO TRU WASTE DISPOSAL
When WIPP was conceived in the mid-1970s,

its basic purposes

were to (1) demonstrate the adequacy of salt formations for
isolating DOE's TRU wastes;

(2) provide a facility for

experiments, including some with defense high-level waste,

to

develop an understanding of the behavior of defense wastes in a
repository environment; and (3) possibly dispose of defense highlevel wastes in the facility.

Subsequently, DOE decided to

consider conducting experiments with spent (used) fuel from
commercial nuclear power plants at the facility and to consider
disposing of a limited amount of spent fuel in the facility.
The Congress did not agree with this combined defense and
commercial role, however, and in December 1979 enacted legislation
authorizing DOE to build and operate WIPP "for the express purpose
of providing a research and development facility to demonstrate the
safe disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from the defense
activities and programs of the United States."2
On the basis of an October 1980 final environQental statement
on the WIPP facility,
WIPP.

DOE decided,

in January 1981, to proceed with

In the record of that decision, DOE stated that the facility

2Department of Energy National Security and Military Application of
Nuclear Energy Authorization Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-164).
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would dispose of TRU waste stored at its Idaho National
Engineering Laborat0ry and would then be available to dispose of
TRU waste from other DOE
include an experimental

facilili~s.
und~rground

~0E

added that WifP would

facility for conducting

experiments on defense wastes, including small volumes of highThe high-level waste would be removed at the

level waste.

completion of the experiments.
On the basis of these statements, it appears that DOE intended
that the facility be used for the disposal of TRU wastes and
research and development on the disposal of a variety of types of
defense wastes, including high-level wastes.
Since DOE's January 1981 decision, other nuclear waste
legislation and related executive action have, in our opinion,
essentially eliminated WIPP's role as a research and development
facility for high-level defense waste.

Specifically, under a

provision contained in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the
President decided,

in April 1985, that high-level defense waste

would be disposed of in one or more repositories to be developed
under that act for the disposal of spent fuel from corrunercial
nuclear power plants.

At that time, DOE was considering various

rock formations as a potential site for a repository for commercial
spent fuel,

including a salt formation located in Deaf Smith

County, Texas.

In December 1987, however, the Congress amended the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act to, among other things, direct DOE to
limit its investigation of the potential corunercial spent fuel and
high-level defense waste repository sites to Yucca Mountain,
Nevada.

The Yucca Mountain site is composed of compressed volcanic

ash, called tuff, rather than salt.

The fact that DOE is no longer

investigating a salt formation for a commercial spent fuel and
high-level defense waste repository calls into question the need
for further research and development on high-level defense waste
disposal at WIPP.

6
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Finally, when DOE began the WIPP project, EPA had not issued
any standards for permanent waste

dis~~sal.

In August 1985,

however, EPA lssued regulations, as directed by the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, setting environmental standards for the
management and disposal of spent fuel, high-level waste, and TRU
waste in repositories.

The standards consist of subpart A--which

limits human exposure to radiation from the management, storage,
and preparation of waste prior to its disposal--and subpart B-which sets radiation limits after the wastes have been disposed of.
For example, subpart B limits individual exposure to radiation from
all sources, including drinking water, for 1,000 years after
disposal.
As a result of a legal challenge to the EPA standards,
however, in July 1987 the U.S. Court of Appeals (First Circuit)
vacated and remanded to EPA subpart B.

The Court found that EPA

had failed to adequately consider requirements of the Safe Drinking
Water Act by allowing, in subpart B, contamination of groundwater
with radiation levels in excess of the "no endangerment" provision
of EPA's drinking water standards.

The Court directed EPA to

either reconcile the differences between the drinking water
standards and subpart
they are different.

a

of its repository standards or explain why

EPA estimates that it will take about 2 years

to comply with the Court's decision.

DOE intends to comply with

the final form of the EPA standards before WIPP becomes a permanent
disposal facility.
In summary, although the Congress authorized WIPP as a
research and development facility to demonstrate the safe disposal
of defense wastes by performing research on a variety of defense
wastes, including high-level wastes, subsequent events have
essentially eliminated WIPP's high-level defense waste research anu
development role.

WIPP's current role is dedicated to storing and

eventually disposing of TRU waste.

7

However, WIPP cannot be used as

a permanent repository for TRU waste until it complies with EPA's
disposal standards, once the standards have been reissued.
With that perspect.ive, Mr. Ch.:lii..i11.::11, l: .,,i.l.l

1·10\'1

tu~;-,

L.o

L~e

issue of brine seepage in the WIPP repository.
THE BRINE SEEPAGE ISSUE
For several years, DOE has planned an initial 5-year
operational period at WIPP to demonstrate the safe storage of TRU
wastes.

At the conclusion of this period, DOE planned to decide

whether to retrieve the waste or to use WIPP for permanent waste
disposal.

The emergence of the brine seepage issue, however, has

focused increasing attention on the nature and importance of the
demonstration phase.

For example, one concern is whether DOE

should emplace TRU waste in the facility before resolving the brine
seepage issue and determining whether the facility meets EPA's
waste disposal standards.
DOE first encountered brine seepage in WIPP excavations in
1983.

Thereafter, the state of New Mexico's Environmental

Evaluation Group (EEG), a group funded by DOE to conduct
independent technical evaluations of WIPP environmental and safety
issues, concluded that the salt formation at the WIPP site
contained more moisture than DOE had anticipated.

Then, in 1986 a

member of the National Academy of Sciences' WIPP Panel presented an
analysis of the issue showing that in a few hundred years
sufficient brine might seep into the repository rooms to saturate
them.
The issue was raised publicly late in 1987 when the Scientists
Review Panel on WIPP, a group composed

prim~rily

of scientists at

the University of New Mexico, announced the results of its study of
the issue.

The review panel concluded that the salt formation at

WIPP contains much more water than DOE had anticipated and that,
8

over time, a liquid mixture of brine and nuclear waste could form
and eventually reach the environment through unintentional human
ir.trus1ou.
sea.Ls.
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pressurization of waste rooms resulting from gases generated within
TRU waste drums and the gradual closing of the waste emplacement
rooms due to the creeping action of the surrounding salt.

The

review panel contends that under these conditions WIPP would not
comply with EPA's disposal standards for repositories.
At the request of the New Mexico congressional delegation, DOE
asked the Academy's WIPP Panel to review the brine seepage issue.
The panel reviewed WIPP project documents and met in February 1988
with representatives of DOE, Sandia National Laboratories, (a
technical consultant to DOE), EEG, and the Scientists Review Panel
and others.

Representatives of Sandia stated that their

calculations indicate that the projected brine accumulations
( 11,000 gallons per room in 100 years) at the WIPP facility will be

absorbed by backfill material that DOE plans to use in repository
rooms after waste emplacement.

EEG, however, believes that the

uncertainty over projected brine seepage is sufficient to warrant
serious study before a large quantity of waste is placed in the
repository.
(1)

The group recorranended, among other things, that DOE

publish preliminary analyses demonstrating compliance with the

EPA standards,

(2) obtain empirical data on brine seepage into WIPP

waste disposal rooms, and (3) evaluate the effects of gas
generation on room closure rates and brine seepage.
The Scientists Review Panel reported that the permeability
(the capability of brine to pass through the salt) values used by
Sandia in projecting brine seepage may be too low.
higher values would result,

Using somewhat

it said, in a projection of 100,000

gallons of brine per room in 100 years.

The panel recommended,

among other things, that DOE conduct surface-based experiments to

9

determine gas generation rates and the effectiveness of backfill
materials before emplacing TRU waste in the repository.
The Academy panel concluded in a

Mar~h

3,

1988, report to DOE

that the formation of a brine liquid and its potential release to
the environment is improbable but not impossible.

Further, it said

that if such an unlikely event was to occur, it would not be
catastrophic because it would result only in brief surface contact
between a few individuals and slightly radioactive liquid.

The

panel added, however, that such a release might constitute noncompliance with EPA's disposal standards.

Nevertheless, it said

that DOE must have a well-conceived experimental program in areas
such as brine seepage, gas generation, and room closure rates to
reduce

uncertainties~

the program would serve as a basis for

conservatively assessing whether WIPP can comply with EPA's
standards.
Specifically, the Academy panel recommended that DOE give
priority to better defining the planned experiments to be done
during the 5-year demonstration period.

It pointed out that DOE

had not yet published detailed descriptions of the intended
experiments and, without seeing such descriptions, neither the
Academy nor any other scientific group has a basis for making a
meaningful judgment about DOE's ability to reduce current
uncertainties.

Despite this conclusion, however, the Academy panel

also said that some experiments will require the use of TRU waste
in the repository.

In this regard, it agreed with EEG that no more

drums than those to be used in well-described and necessary
experiments be placed underground.

The Academy panel made a number

of specific recommendations to DOE related to the development of
For example, the Academy recommended
plans for WIPP experiments.
that DOE design its experiments to lessen uncertainties rather than
to verify preconceived ideas about their probable results.

It also

offered possible solutions to the brine seepage issue that DOE

10

might study, such as potential methods for controlling the amounts
of gas generated by TRU wastes.
DOE stated that it would aggressively respond to the Academy
panel's recommendations and present a comprehensive 5-year test
plan to the Academy for formal review in June 1988.

To date,

however, the plan has not been issued.
In discussing the need to perform full-scale underground tests
with TRU wastes, DOE said that such tests would provide the
scientific data needed to supplement its understanding of the
repository environment and to improve its understanding of
waste/facility interactions.

According to DOE, underground tests

will ensure that the effects of temperature and moisture on gas
generation by the various TRU waste forms are properly addressed.
Additionally, DOE said that concerns involving panel structural
conditions and brine inflow can be more accurately addressed in a
full-scale configuration, without the need to simulate these
conditions above ground in large and expensive tests.

By

conducting tests in the actual environment, according to DOE, the
initial conditions for long-term performance assessment
calculations, required to determine compliance with EPA disposal
standards, can be accurately specified.
EEG, on the other hand, noted that the only experiment that
DOE has proposed that might require emplacement of TRU wastes in
WIPP consists of monitoring gases expected to be generated by
radioactive and biological decay of the contents of the waste
drums.
t~e

The group is not satisfied with the technical validity of

proposed experiment because it believes that for technical

reasons, the experiment would not accomplish what it is designed to
do and 5 years is insufficient time to obtain meaningful results.
Finally, the opinion of the Scientists Review Panel is that
DOE could perform more meaningful experiments above ground in a
11

,

,

controlled environment.
plan to

h~ckfill

It concluded that because DOE does not

storage rooms or use brine in its experiments,

will obtain little inf0rmdLion

o~

the

~~tual

it

reaction ot TRU waste

and brine.
DOE discussed its position on the quantity of TRU wastes to be
stored at WIPP during the demonstration period in an August 9,
1988, letter to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural

Resources commenting on S.

1272.

DOE said that it opposes the

bill's provision to limit the storage of TRU waste to 3 percent of
WIPP's total capacity, a limit of about 2S,OOO SS-gallon drums,
until DOE demonstrates compliance with EPA standards.
demonstration phase, according to DOE,

The

is not only to demonstrate

compliance with EPA standards but also to demonstrate the safe
disposal of waste at near full-scale operations.

DOE added that

this latter objective would be adversely affected by the 3-percent
limit.
Lastly, although DOE said that while it continues to
believe that the limit should be set at lS percent of WIPP
capacity, which would amount to about 12S,OOO SS-gallon drums, it
would support a proposed amendment to S. 1272 that would (1) set
an initial limit of 3 percent of capacity and (2) increase the
limit to 9 percent upon concurrence by the National Academy of
Sciences that brine seepage and gas generation would not adversely
affect WIPP performance.
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Up to this point in my testimony, Mr. Chairman, I have
discussed the status of the WIPP facility, provided perspective on
the purpose of the facility, and presented some of the details on
the brine seepage issue as seen through the eyes of DOE and others.
We have not yet developed specific recommendations on the
immediate course of action that DOE should take to address and
resolve questions about the appropriate near-term use of the WIPP
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facility.

However, I will close my statement by making a few

observations and conclusions on this subject.
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WIPP should be demonstrated at near full-scale operation.

0f

Whether

or not WIPP can meet EPA's current standards--let alone the
revised standards, which could be even more stringent--is an open
question.

DOE must be prepared to answer several questions about

the consequences of WIPP being judged unsuitable after the
demonstration phase is complete.

Some of the questions involve (1)

the feasibility of retrieving the waste if, for example, the drums
deteriorate:

(2) the costs of retrieval: and (3) decisions about

where the retrieved wastes would be stored.

In view of the above,

we believe that DOE should limit the amount of waste stored at WIPP
during the demonstration phase to that needed for experiments
directed at determining whether or not WIPP can meet EPA's revised
standards.
'
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We believe that the overriding issue that needs to be resolved

r,-1'"-'in the next few years is whether WIPP will meet EPA' s standards for
permanent disposal of TRU wastes.

Resolving this issue requires

that DOE develop methods and obtain site-specific data to
adequately assess the long-term performance of the facility as a
waste repository and compare the assessment results with the EPA
standards.
In our view, therefore, DOE now needs to develop and issue a
plan for determining compliance with EPA's standards that addresses
the following:
DOE should describe its strategy for determining compliance
with EPA disposal standards, including recognition that ( 1)
final standards will not be reissued until some future time
and (2) the final standards could be more stringent than
those remanded by the Court.
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requires experiments on TRU waste stored in WIPP waste
emplacement rooms.

If so, DOE should clearly state the

technical basis for the approach and describe its plans to
ensure that the waste can be retrieved and the storage area
decommissioned in the event that DOE determines that WIPP
does not meet EPA standards.
Also, in developing the plan, it would be appropriate, we believe,
for DOE to obtain and address comments from the National Academy
of Sciences' WIPP Panel, EEG, and the public.
Until DOE has developed a plan for determining compliance with
EPA standards that provides technical justification for storing
waste underground, land withdrawal authority for such storage is
not required.

Further, until the final EPA repository standards

are in place and DOE determines that WIPP meets those standards,
enactment of legislation for permanent land withdrawal is
premature.

If after enactment of such legislation it is determined

that WIPP is unsuitable as a repository because it cannot meet the
standards, additional legislation would be necessary to return the
land to public use.
wish to either (

1)

In view of this possibility, the Congress may
include a provision in the legislation that

would allow DOE to perform underground experiments using TRU
wastes, but make permanent land withdrawal conditional upon a
positive finding by DOE that WIPP meets EPA's standards or (2)
postpone action on the legislation until such a finding is made.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, over the last several years we have
taken the position that DOE's defense complex facilities should be
independently reviewed.

Recent developments within the DOE complex

have reinfotced~ this view.

With respect to WIPP, independent
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oversight would increase public confidence that DOE is taking a
prudent course of action to ensure that WIPP can be operated
Sctfely.
Mr.

Chair~an,

this concludes my testimony.

I would be

pleased to answer any questions that you and other subcommittee
members may have.
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